To-demand FTC address discriminatory data practices

Racial justice advocates unite to demand FTC address discriminatory data practices


https://challengeinequality.luskin.ucla.edu/

https://mediajustice.org/staff/rumsha-sajid/
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In a world where mainstream media is often stuck in binary generated propaganda, “and how to resource communities to include creating curriculum to train 500 grassroots activists Trainers” program, with Harvard researchers, to disrupt the mainstream media or public education is adequately filling. So need political education to fill those gaps that neither mainstream media nor public education is adequately filling. “So this means that marginalized communities often had their children taken away from them at a disproportionate rate of families by child protective services in Los Angeles. And the stakes for being surveilled for Black and brown communities is often mass criminalization, which leads to disproportionate numbers of marginalized communities being incarcerated and over policed, “ she told the Stop LAPD Spying Coalition, where she interviewed social workers and families.
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